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We show that in a two-dimensional s model whose fields only depend on one target space coordinate, the
O(d ,d) invariance of the conformal invariance conditions observed at one loop is preserved at two loops ~in
the general case with torsion! and at three loops ~in the case without torsion!.
PACS number~s!: 11.25.Hf, 11.25.DbI. INTRODUCTION
Duality invariance has proved to be an immensely fruitful
concept in string theory. A particular aspect of duality which
has been valuable in string cosmology ~for a recent compre-
hensive review of this subject, with an extensive list of ref-
erences, see Ref. @1#! is the concept of O(d ,d) invariance.
This is displayed in the case where the fields depend only on
time in an arbitrary number of dimensions ~time and d spatial
dimensions!. It was discovered some time ago @2# that the
lowest order string effective action ~in the simplest case with
only the metric, dilaton and antisymmetric tensor field! then
exhibits continuous, global O(d ,d) invariance. @This is also
reminiscent of the O(d ,d) invariance previously observed in
the context of string compactification @3#.# The O(d ,d) in-
variance of the string action was later found to persist in the
presence of matter or gauge fields @4#. Now the conformal
invariance conditions for the fields are related to the field
equations of the string action, and so, at least at lowest order,
the O(d ,d) invariance can be used to transform between
different conformal backgrounds. Duality invariance in gen-
eral can be understood as a consequence of an isometry in an
underlying theory @5#; and the O(d ,d) invariance can be
viewed as the result of gauging d abelian isometries @6#. In
Refs. @2# and @7# it was argued that the O(d ,d) invariance
should be maintained to all orders. In Ref. @8# the two-loop
string action was considered in the context of fields depend-
ing only on time, and it was shown that after a suitable field
redefinition it could be written in an explicitly O(d ,d) in-
variant form. However, it was pointed out in Refs. @9# ~in the
context of T duality! that the invariance of the action does
not manifestly guarantee that the conformal invariance con-
ditions transform appropriately. Therefore it seems to us that
it is necessary to check explicitly the transformation proper-
ties of the conformal invariance conditions in order to com-
plete the proof that O(d ,d) invariance is preserved. At one
loop this has been done in Ref. @2#. The main purpose of this
paper is to verify the invariance at two loops ~with torsion!
and at three loops ~without torsion!. We shall find various
subtleties which do not arise in checking the invariance of
the action.
II. THE ONE-LOOP CASE





22a8AgR ~2 !f%, ~2.1!
where a8 is the usual string coupling, which we shall hence-
forth set to 1 for convenience, gmn is the metric, bmn is the
antisymmetric tensor field, and f is the dilaton. gab is the
metric on the two-dimensional worldsheet, g5det gab ,eab is
the two-dimensional alternating symbol and R (2) is the
worldsheet Ricci scalar. Conformal invariance for the s
model requires the vanishing of the three functions b¯ g, b¯ b,
and b¯ f, which are defined by @10#
b¯ mn
g 5bmn
g 12„m]nf12„ (mSn) ,
b¯ mn
b 5bmn
b 1Hrmn]rf1HrmnSr , ~2.2!
b¯ f5bf1~]f!21]rfSr .
Here bg, bb, and bf are the renormalization group b func-
tions for the s model, and Hmnr is the field strength for bmn ,
defined by Hmnr53„ [mbnr] . The vector Sm arises in the
process of defining the trace of the energy-momentum tensor
as a finite composite operator, and can be computed pertur-




















where H25HklrHklr, and Sm50. The conformal invari-
ance conditions can be derived at this order from the string
effective action
G~1 !5E dd11xA2ge22f$R2 112 H214~]f!2%. ~2.4!
To be more precise, we have©2000 The American Physical Society03-1














b˜ f52b¯ f2 12 gmnb¯ mn
g
. ~2.6!
To consider O(d ,d) duality, we specialize to a metric with
signature ~2, 1, 1, ..., 1! and we consider a s model where
the fields depend only on the first coordinate t. We can then
bring g and b to the block-diagonal form
gmn5S g00 00 G~ t ! D , bmn5S 0 00 B~ t ! D . ~2.7!
@For the discussion of O(d ,d) invariance at one loop, one
can take g00521; but at higher loops we need to consider a
general g00 at intermediate stages, returning to g00521 at
the end of the computation. In fact, we shall only retain a
general g00 at points where it will leave an imprint even after
setting g00521—for instance, where it is acted upon by a
]/]g00.] It was shown in Ref. @2# that the one-loop action
may then be written as
G~1 !52E dte2Fg0021/2~F˙ 21 18 Tr@M˙ hM˙ h#!, ~2.8!
where
F52f2 12 ln det G , ~2.9!02600h is the metric for the O(d ,d) group in nondiagonal form
given by
h5S 0d 1d1d 0dD ~2.10!
and
M5S G21 2G21BBG21 G2BG21B D . ~2.11!
The O(d ,d) group is represented by matrices V such that
VhVT5h; ~2.12!
the action in Eq. ~2.8! is invariant under the action of the
O(d ,d) group with
M→M 85VTMV , F→F , g00→g00 . ~2.13!
The matrix M has two important properties: M is symmetric
and MPO(d ,d).
As we mentioned earlier, the invariance of the action does
not manifestly guarantee that the conformal invariance con-
ditions transform appropriately. In the O(d ,d) case, even at
one loop, where the conformal invariance conditions are sim-
ply related to the action by Eq. ~2.5!, it does not seem im-
mediately obvious how the correct properties for the b¯ fol-
low from the invariance of the action; and at higher loops,
where the relation of the b¯ functions to the action is more
complicated, it is still less clear. Therefore in this paper we
shall explicitly check the transformation properties of the b¯
functions.
As in the case of the action, the b functions are most
conveniently discussed in terms of the matrix M. Defining
bM5m(d/dm)M , we have, from Eq. ~2.11!,bM5S 2G21bGG21 G21~bGG21B2bB!
~bB2BG21bG!G21 bG2bBG21B1BG21bGG21B2BG21bBD . ~2.14!
We then define
b¯ M5bM2 12 ~f˙ 1S !M˙ 5S 2G21b¯ GG21 G21~b¯ GG21B2b¯ B!
~b¯ B2BG21b¯ G!G21 b¯ G2b¯ BG21B1BG21b¯ GG21B2BG21b¯ B
D , ~2.15!where we assume ~as will always be the case in the present
calculation! that Si50 and S0[S .
We start with the one-loop b¯ functions. As mentioned
before, these have already been demonstrated to have the
correct properties, but we shall repeat the check in order to
demonstrate our formalism in operation. Upon specializing
the general results in Eqs. ~2.2!, ~2.3! to the forms for gmn
and bmn given in Eq. ~2.7!, we find that the b¯ functions for G
and B are given at one loop byb¯ G~1 !5 12 ~2g00!G~X2W22W˜ 22F˙ W2 12 g00g˙00W !,
~2.16!
b¯ B~1 !5 12 ~2g00!G~X˜ 2WW˜ 2W˜ W2F˙ W˜ 2 12 g00g˙00W˜ !,
where
W5G21G˙ , W˜ 5G21B˙ , X5G21G¨ , X˜ 5G21B¨ .
~2.17!3-2
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and three loops, we need to retain a general g00 for the mo-
ment, though we shall set g00521 at the end of the calcu-
lation. Substituting Eq. ~2.16! in Eq. ~2.15!, we find that we
can write
b¯ M ~1 !5 12 ~M¨ 1M˙ hM˙ hM2F˙ M˙ !. ~2.18!
~Expressions for M˙ and M¨ are given in the Appendix.! The
O(d ,d) invariance for b¯ i jG and b¯ i jB is then manifest, for
clearly when M and F transform according to Eq. ~2.13!,
b¯ M (1) transforms according to
b¯ M→b¯ M~M 8!5VTb¯ M~M !V . ~2.19!
Now if Eq. ~2.19! is satisfied, then since from Eqs. ~2.13!,
~2.15!, we also have b¯ M8(M 8)5VTb¯ M(M )V , we deduce
that b¯ M(M )5b¯ M8(M ), i.e., b¯ M is form invariant under the
O(d ,d) transformation. A solution of the conformal invari-
ance conditions with b¯ M(M )50 automatically satisfies
b¯ M8(M 8)50; but now we also have b¯ M(M 8)50, i.e., the
transformed M 8 is a solution of the same conformal invari-
ance conditions as M. Equation ~2.19! will be our touchstone
for O(d ,d) invariance at two and three loops as well.02600We also find
b¯ 00
g~1 !5F¨ 1 18 Tr@M˙ hM˙ h#2 12 g00g˙00F˙ ~2.20!
and
b¯ F~1 !52b¯ f~1 !2 12 Gi jb¯ i j
G~1 !
5~2g00!~ 12 F¨ 2
1
2 F˙
22 14 g00g˙00F˙ !. ~2.21!
We note here that the trace of an even number of products of
Mh and its derivatives is manifestly invariant under Eq.
~2.13! while the trace of an odd number of such products is
zero, and therefore b¯ 00
g(1) and b¯ F(1) are O(d ,d) invariant.
III. THE TWO-LOOP CASE
In this section we shall show that Eq. ~2.19! continues to
hold, and that b¯ 00
g(1) and b¯ F(1) are O(d ,d) invariant, at two
loops. At this order, however, we find that to make the in-
variance manifest we need to make field redefinitions, as has
already been found in the case of the two-loop action in Ref.
@8#.
The two-loop b functions are given by @11#bmn















4 ~l21 !„k~HslrHlrm!Hnsk1 18 l„kHmnsHlrkHslr, ~3.1!
bf~2 !52 18 RklrsRklrs2
1





Sm52 124 ~l13m!„m~HrstHrst!. ~3.2!
Here, l and m represent the effects of field redefinitions of the form
dgmn5lHmrsHn
rs
, df52 12 mHrstHrst. ~3.3!
With gmn and bmn as given by Eq. ~2.7!, we find, using identities given in the Appendix,
b¯ G~2 !5 132 $24XW214X214lWW˜ 2W18~12l!W2W˜ 228~12l!WW˜ WW˜ 14~122l!X˜ ~WW˜ 1W˜ W !28~122l!X˜ 2
24~322l!XW˜ 228~12l!W˜ XW˜ 14~12l!W˜ W2W˜ 14W˜ 42~122l!~ tr@W˜ 2#W21tr@W2#W˜ 2!1tr@W2#W2
1tr@W˜ 2#W˜ 222ltr@W˜ 2#X22ltr@W˜ 2W#W12~l13m!]0tr~W˜ 2!W%1transpose, ~3.4!
b¯ B~2 !5 18 $2XX˜ 2W2X˜ 2X~WW˜ 1W˜ W !12lWW˜ 31~122l!X˜ W˜ 212~12l!W˜ X˜ W˜ 22~12l!W˜ WW˜ 21 12 tr@W2#WW˜
2 12 ~122l!tr@W˜ 2#WW˜ 2 12 ltr@W˜ 2#X˜ 2 12 ltr@WW˜ 2#W˜ 1 12 ~l13m!]0tr~W˜ 2!W˜ %2transpose, ~3.5!3-3
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g~2 !5 14 Tr@2X21XW22 14 W41~12l!X˜ 22~12l!~X˜ WW˜ 1X˜ W˜ W !1~12l!WW˜ WW˜ 2W2W˜ 2
1~32l!XW˜ 22 34 W˜ 42~l13m!]0
2~W˜ 2!# , ~3.6!
b¯ F~2 !5 1128 Tr@M˙ hM˙ hM˙ hM˙ h#2 1256 ~Tr@M˙ hM˙ h#!22 14 ~l13m!Tr@X˜ 212XW˜ 21WW˜ WW˜ 2X˜ ~WW˜ 1W˜ W !
2W2W˜ 22W˜ 41 14 tr@W˜ 2#~ tr@W2#2tr@W˜ 2# !2tr@X˜ W˜ 2W˜ 2W#F˙ #2 18 l~ tr@W˜ 2#F¨ 1tr@W˜ 2W#F˙ !. ~3.7!The O(d ,d) invariance is not immediately manifest at two
loops; for instance, b¯ 00
g(2) and b¯ F(2) cannot be written in
terms of the traces of products of an even number of Mh and
its derivatives. However, we may take advantage of the pos-
sibility of redefining the fields by
~Gr! i j5Gi j1dGi j ,
~Br! i j5Bi j1dBi j , ~gr!005g001dg00 , ~3.8!
Fr5F1dF , Sr5S1dS ,
with M r , bMr, and b¯ Mr defined as in Eqs. ~2.11!, ~2.14!, and02600~2.15!, but with G replaced by Gr , etc. Of course, in order to
maintain the global O(d ,d) symmetry, the variations in Eq.
~3.8! should only depend on t. Note that here again we have
included a general g00 . The idea that duality invariance
might require corrections at higher orders was put forward in
Ref. @12#, and an early example in the current context for a
particular string background was given in Ref. @13#. The
two-loop corrections required for T duality of the general
string effective action were obtained in Ref. @14#, and the
invariance of the b functions was discussed in the torsion-
free case in Refs. @9#, @15#.
The changes in Eq. ~3.8! induce corresponding modifica-
tions in the b¯ functions according todb¯ G5S bklG ]]Gkl 1b00g ]]g00 1bklb ]]BklD dG2DbG1~dS1 12 dF˙ !W ,
db¯ B5S bklG ]]Gkl 1b00g ]]g00 1bklB ]]BklD dB2DbB1~dS1 12 dF˙ !W˜ ,
~3.9!
db¯ 00
g 5S bklG ]]Gkl 1bklB ]]BklD dg002Db00g 22~dS˙ 1 12 dF˙ !,
db¯ F5S bklG ]]Gkl 1bklB ]]Bkl 1b00g ]]g00D dF2 12 dF¨ 2 14 tr@W#dF˙ 2 12 dg00@F¨ 1 12 tr@W#F˙ #2 14 d g˙00F˙ 1F˙ ~dS1 12 dF˙ !,
where
DbG5bG@Gr ,Br ,~gr!00#2bG~G ,B ,g00!, ~3.10!
and similarly for DbB, Db00
g
. Note that we could restore g00521 by making a coordinate redefinition; such a diffeomor-
phism leaves the b¯ functions unaltered @10,16#, and the overall changes in the b¯ functions would therefore remain as given by
Eq. ~3.9!. We should also mention at this point that we could alternatively ~and equivalently! keep the fields Gi j , Bi j , F, and
S fixed, and instead change the duality transformations Eq. ~2.13!. However, the approach we have adopted is more convenient
calculationally.
Taking in Eq. ~3.9!
dG5 14 ~2g00!G@W22~122l!W˜ 2# , dg0052 14 ltr@W˜ 2# ,
dB5 14 ~2g00!G~WW˜ 1W˜ W !, dF52 14 ~l13m!~2g00!tr@W˜ 2# , ~3.11!
dS5 116 l~2g00!~2tr@X˜ W˜ 22W˜ 2W#1tr@W˜ 2#tr@W# !,
we find3-4
O(d,d) INVARIANCE AT TWO AND THREE LOOPS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 026003db¯ G~2 !5 18 $2X21~122l!X˜ 212XW212lX˜ WW˜ 1~12l!@2W˜ XW˜ 12XW˜ 222X˜ W˜ W22W2W˜ 212WW˜ WW˜ 1WW˜ 2W#
1~l22 !W˜ W2W˜ 2W4%1 132 $~122l!~ tr@W˜ 2#W21tr@W2#W˜ 2!2tr@W2#W22tr@W˜ 2#W˜ 212ltr@W˜ 2#X
12ltr@W˜ 2W#W%1transpose, ~3.12!
db¯ B~2 !5 14 $2XX˜ 1X˜ W21XWW˜ 1~12l!@2X˜ W˜ 21W˜ 3W1W˜ 2WW˜ 2W˜ X˜ W˜ #2W3W˜ %1 18 $2 12 tr@W2#WW˜
1 12 ~122l!tr@W˜ 2#WW˜ 1 12 ltr@W˜ 2#X˜ 1 12 ltr@WW˜ 2#W˜ %2transpose, ~3.13!
db¯ 00
g~2 !5 18 tr@2XW222W422~12l!XW˜ 222~11l!X˜ ~W˜ W1WW˜ !14W2W˜ 21~112l!WW˜ WW˜ 2W˜ 412lX˜ 2# ,
~3.14!
db¯ F~2 !52 14 ~l13m!~ tr@22XW˜ 21W2W˜ 21W˜ 41X˜ ~WW˜ 1W˜ W !2WW˜ WW˜ 2X˜ 2#1F˙ tr@X˜ W˜ 2W˜ 2W#
1 14 tr@W˜ 22W2#tr@W˜ 2# !1 18 l~ tr@W˜ 2#F¨ 1tr@W˜ 2W#F˙ !. ~3.15!Combining Eqs. ~3.4!–~3.7! with Eqs. ~3.12!–~3.15!, sub-
stituting in Eq. ~2.15!, and using the results in the Appendix,
we now find that we have, up to this order,
b¯ Mr5 12 ~M¨ r1M˙ rhM˙ rhM r2F˙ M˙ r!2
1
8 ~M¨ rhM˙ rhM˙ r
1M˙ rhM˙ rhM¨ r!2
1
4 M˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ rhM r ,
b¯ 00
gr5~F¨ 1 18 Tr@M˙ rhM˙ rh#2 12 g00g˙00F˙ !1 18 Tr@M¨ rhM¨ rh#
2 532 Tr@M˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ rh# , ~3.16!
b¯ Fr5~2g00!~ 12 F¨ 2
1
2 F˙
22 14 g00g˙00F˙ !
1 1128 Tr@M˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ rh#2 1256 ~Tr@M˙ rhM˙ rh#!2.
The O(d ,d) invariance is now manifest; as at one loop,
when M r and F transform according to Eq. ~2.13!, b¯ Mr
transforms according to Eq. ~2.19!, and b¯ 00
gr and b¯ Fr are in-
variant.
The calculation of Ref. @8# uses the action corresponding
to a scheme with l5m50; this action was singled out in
Ref. @17# as being the unique ghost-free two-loop string ef-
fective action in the presence of torsion, and in the present
context appears to lead to the most economical demonstra-
tion of invariance, although its use is not mandatory. In this
scheme, although there is no need to redefine g00 , it is cer-
tainly still necessary to include a general g00 at intermediate
stages of the calculation for the b¯ functions @due to the
]/]g00 term in Eqs. ~3.9!#, whereas the invariance of the02600action can be shown with g00521 throughout. This is a
confirmation that the invariance of the b¯ functions is not
simply a consequence of the invariance of the action. Note
that the parts of the redefinitions in Eq. ~3.11! involving l
and m are essentially undoing those in Eq. ~3.3!. Neverthe-
less, it is a valuable exercise to perform the calculation for
general l and m because it gives a foretaste of the kinds of
field redefinition we shall be obliged to use in the three-loop
case.
IV. THE THREE-LOOP CASE
In this section, we shall show the O(d ,d) invariance of
the b¯ functions for fields only depending on t at three loops
in the absence of torsion. At three loops, the b functions for
a general theory are given by @18#
bmn













2 124 RmnrsRkslnRkrlm , ~4.2!
with @19#
Sm
~3 !5 164 „m~RklrsRklrs!. ~4.3!
Specializing to gmn as in Eq. ~2.7!, we find, with the help of
various identities given in the Appendix,3-5
I. JACK AND S. PARSONS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 026003b¯ G~3 !5 132 $2Y 21X322WX2W2XW2X12YXW12YWX22YW32WXWX12WXW31$tr@XW2#2 34 tr@X2#2 38 tr@W4#
2 18 ~ tr@W2# !2%W21 32 tr@X22XW21 14 W4#X1tr@W2#~XW22 14 W42 34 X2!1 34 ~ tr@XW2W3# !~W322XW !
1 18 ~2tr@XW#tr@W2#1tr@W5#24tr@XY #12tr@YW2#1 52 tr@W2#tr@W3#114tr@X2W#213tr@XW3# !W%1transpose,
~4.4!
b¯ 00
G~3 !5 164 tr@218X314XZ22ZW214Y 2113YW3214Y ~XW1WX !146X2W2113XWXW239XW416W6#
1 1256 tr@W2#tr@4YW222XW214X2113W4#1 164 tr@XW2W3#tr@3XW22W3# . ~4.5!
b¯ F~3 !5 164 tr@2Y 212X324Y ~XW1WX !14YW313XWXW22XW42 23 W6#
1 1128 tr@2YW224XY114X2W213XW31W5#F˙ 1 3128 tr@4X224XW21W4#F¨ 2 1256 tr@4XW223W4#tr@W2#
1 1128 ~3tr@W3#227tr@XW#tr@W3#14tr@XW#2!2 1256 tr@2XW25W3#tr@W2#F˙ , ~4.6!
where Y5G21(d3/dt3)G , Z5G21(d4/dt4)G . Once again, the O(d ,d) invariance is far from manifest, and we are obliged to
resort to field redefinitions. Using redefinitions as in Eqs. ~A11!–~A14!, we find variations of the b¯ functions as in Eqs.
~A15!–~A18!. Taking the particular values of the coefficients as given in Eq. ~A19!, we find, on combining Eqs. ~A15!–~A18!
with Equations ~4.4!–~4.6!, and substituting in Eq. ~2.15!, that we can write
b¯ Mr~3 !5 132 ~M r
~3 !hM˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ rhM r1M˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ rhM r
~3 !hM r2M¨ rhM¨ rhM¨ r!2
1
16 M r
~3 !hM¨ rhM˙ r
2 132 ~M¨ rhM¨ rhM˙ rhM˙ rhM r1M˙ rhM˙ rhM¨ rhM¨ rhM r!2
3
64 ~M¨ rhM˙ rhM¨ rhM˙ rhM r1M˙ rhM¨ rhM˙ rhM¨ rhM r!
1 132 M¨ rhM˙ rhM˙ rhM¨ rhM r2
3
32 M˙ rhM¨ rhM¨ rhM˙ rhM r1
3
16 ~M¨ rhM˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ r
1M˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ rhM r!1
1
128 tr@M˙ rhM˙ rh#~M¨ rhM˙ rhM˙ r1M˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ rhM r!
1 132 ~ tr@M r
~3 !hM˙ rh1M˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ rh#1
1
4 tr@M˙ rhM˙ rh#2!@M¨ r1M˙ rhM˙ rhM r#
2 116 tr@M¨ rhM˙ rh#~M r
~3 !13M¨ rhM˙ rhM r1 3316 M˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ r!1 1256 ~ tr@16M r~
3 !hM¨ rh261M¨ rhM˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ rh#
24tr@M˙ rhM˙ rh#tr@M¨ rhM˙ rh#!M˙ r1transpose, ~4.7!
b00
g~3 !52 33128 tr@M¨ rhM˙ rhM¨ rhM˙ rh#1
59
128 tr@M r




~3 !h#1 15128 tr@~M˙ rh!6#
2 1256 tr@M˙ rhM˙ rh#tr@M¨ rhM¨ rh#2
9
256 ~ tr@M¨ rhM˙ rh#!2, ~4.8!
bF~3 !52 29256 tr@M¨ rhM˙ rhM˙ rhM˙ rh#F˙ 2
1
512 tr@M¨ rhM˙ rh#tr@M˙ rhM˙ rh#F˙ 1
1
512 tr@~M˙ rh!4#tr@~M˙ rh!2#2
1
384 tr@~M˙ rh!6#
1 3256 ~ tr@M¨ rhM˙ rh#!22
1
512 ~ tr@M˙ rhM˙ rh#!3, ~4.9!where M (3)5(d3/dt (3))M .In these equations M r is defined
by Eq. ~2.11!, but with B50. Once again, the O(d ,d) invari-
ance is now manifest; when M and F transform according to
Eq. ~2.13!, b¯ Mr transforms according to Eq. ~2.19!, and b¯ 00
(gr)
and b¯ Fr are invariant. We have tried to choose the field
redefinitions in order to minimize the number of terms which
appear here—clearly with only partial success. However, we
should stress that it is very nontrivial and apparently miracu-02600lous that an O(d ,d)-invariant form could be found at all,
since there are many more constraints than there are free
parameters.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have shown explicitly that the conformal
invariance conditions are form invariant under O(d ,d) trans-
formations up to two loops for the general case with torsion.
In principle, it should be possible to compare our results with3-6
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a specific background. We have also demonstrated the
O(d ,d) invariance up to three loops in the torsion-free case.
We should mention, however, that we expect at three loops
that in the presence of torsion, assuming that O(d ,d) invari-
ance is still preserved, the various b¯ functions will still adopt
the form of Eqs. ~4.7!–~4.9!, but with M r now including B as
in Eq. ~2.11!. The three-loop b function in the presence of
torsion has been calculated @20#, but evidently the inclusion
of torsion in the present computation would be prohibitively
complex. Finally, it is interesting that we found it essential to
keep g00 as a variable during the calculation, even though we
set g00521 at the end of the calculation. It is not clear how
this is accounted for in the argument for all orders O(d ,d)
invariance presented in Ref. @7#, where the gauge g0052102600was chosen from the outset. Presumably one could in fact
demonstrate O(d ,d) invariance with a general t-independent
g00 , without setting g00521 at the end, though this would
be somewhat tedious.
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APPENDIX
In this appendix we list various identities which were use-
ful in our calculations. First, here are the results we used to
express the two-loop b functions in terms of W, W˜ , etc., in
the two loop case:RimnrR jmnr5
1





4 tr@W˜ 2#Wi j
2 1 32 ~WW˜ 2W ! i j ,
„mHinr„mH jnr52
1
4 tr@W˜ 2#Wi j
2 2 12 tr@W2#W˜ i j
2 1 12 ~W2W˜ 21W˜ 2W22WW˜ WW˜ 2W˜ WW˜ W2WW˜ 2W12X˜ WW˜




4 tr@W˜ 2#~22Xi j1Wi j





4 ~22XW˜ 21W2W˜ 22WW˜ WW˜ ! i j ,
RmnrsHimrH jns5~W˜ XW˜ 2 12 W˜ W2W˜ ! i j ,
HmnrHsnrH it
m H jts52W˜ i j
4 1tr@W˜ 2#W˜ i j
2
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8 ~2W2X˜ 12XW˜ W12XWW˜ 24XX˜ 2W2W˜ W1WW˜ W22tr@W2#WW˜ ! i j ,
„a~HibgH jbd!Hdag5~2WW˜ 32W˜ 2WW˜ 1W˜ WW˜ 222X˜ W˜ 2! i j ,
~A2!
„a~HbgdHgdi!H jba5~2X˜ W˜ 212W˜ X˜ W˜ 2WW˜ 322W˜ WW˜ 22 12 tr@W˜ 2#WW˜ ! i j ,
„aHi jbH rs








m H0smHnrs5tr@XW˜ 22 12 W2W˜ 2# ,
RmnrsH0mrH0ns52
1
4 tr@W˜ WW˜ W# ,
HmnrHsnrH 0t
m H0ts52H0mnH0rsHtmrHtns522tr@W˜ 4# .3-7
I. JACK AND S. PARSONS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 026003Next, here are the identities we used to write b¯ M in terms of
M at two loops:
M˙ 5S 2WG21 WP2W˜
G~W˜ 2PW !G21 G~W1PWP2W˜ P2PW˜ !
D ,
M¨ 5S AG21 2AP1BG~PA1BT!G21 G~X2BTP1PB1PAP ! D ,
~A4!
where
P5G21B , A52W22X , ~A5!02600B52WW˜ 2X˜ ,
Tr@M˙ hM˙ h#5tr@W22W˜ 2# ,
~A6!
Tr@M˙ hM˙ hM˙ hM˙ h#
5Tr@W41W˜ 424W2W˜ 2
12WW˜ WW˜ # .
Now here are the identities for writing the three-loop b¯ func-
tions in terms of W, etc.,„rRiskl„rR jskl52
1
2 Y 21 12 ~YXW1XWY1YWX1WXY !2 12 ~YW31W3Y !2 14 XW2X2 38 WX2W1 14 ~W2X2
1X2W2!2 12 ~XWXW1WXWX !1 516 ~WXW31W3XW !2 38 W2XW21 38 W62 732 ~ tr@W4#W2
1tr@W2#W4!2 38 tr@W2#X22 14 tr@X2#W21 38 tr@XW2#W21 14 tr@W2#~XW21W2X !2 716 tr@W3#W3
1 14 tr@W3#~XW1WX !1 38 tr@XW#W32 18 tr@XW#~XW1WX !,
„ iRrskl„ jRrskl5
1
2 WX2W2 14 ~W3XW1WXW3!2 12 W2XW21 12 W62 18 ~ tr@W2#W41tr@W4#W2!2 12 tr@X2#W2
1 12 tr@XW2#W22 14 tr@W3#W31 12 tr@XW#W3,
RirstR jkltRrlsk52
1
8 X31 116 XW2X1 116 ~X2W21W2X2!2 116 ~WXWX1XWXW !2 132 W2XW21 132 ~WXW3
1W3XW !1 132 W62 132 tr@W2#W42 164 tr@W4#W21 164 ~ tr@W2# !2W21 116 tr@XW#~WX1XW !
1 164 tr@W3#W32 116 tr@XW#W32 132 tr@W3#~XW1WX !,
Rikl jRkrstR rst
l 5 14 ~ tr@X2#2tr@XW2#1 14 tr@W4# !~ 12 W22X !1 132 tr@W2#W41 18 ~ tr@XW3#2tr @X2W#







2 tr@Y 2#1tr@XWXW#1 38 tr@W6#2tr@YXW#2tr@YWX#1tr@YW3#1 78 tr@X2W2#2 74 tr@XW4#
1 116 tr@W4#tr@W2#1 18 tr@W2#tr@X2#1 116 ~ tr@W3# !22 18 tr@W3#tr@XW#2 18 tr@W2#tr@XW2# ,
„0Rrskl„0Rrskl5tr@Y 2#22tr@YXW#22tr@YWX#12tr@YW3#12tr@XWXW#1 32 tr@X2W2#23tr@XW4#1 12 tr@W6#
1 14 tr@X2#tr@W2#2 12 tr@XW2#tr@W2#1 14 tr@W4#tr@W2#1 14 ~ tr@W32XW# !2, ~A8!
R0rstR0kltRrlsk5
1
32 tr@4X326X2W212XWXW1XW4#2 164 $~ tr@W3# !224tr@XW#tr@W3#14~ tr@XW# !2%,
R0kl0RkrstR rst






The following are the identities needed to write b¯ M in terms of M at three loops @here M is defined by Eq. ~2.11!, but with
B50]:3-8
O(d,d) INVARIANCE AT TWO AND THREE LOOPS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 026003M ~3 !hM¨ hM˙ 5S ~Y23WX23XW16W3!XW 00 Y ~2X12W2!W D ,
M ~3 !hM˙ hM˙ hM˙ hM5S ~Y23WX23XW16W3!W3 00 YW3D ,
M¨ hM¨ hM¨ 5S X322X2W222W2X214W2XW2 00 2X312XW2X D ,
M¨ hM¨ hM˙ hM˙ hM5S X2W2 00 X2W222XW4D ,
M¨ hM˙ hM¨ hM˙ hM5S XWXW22W3XW22XW414W6 00 XWXW D ,
M¨ hM˙ hM˙ hM¨ hM5S XW2X22W4X 00 XW2X22XW4D ,
M˙ hM¨ hM¨ hM˙ hM5S WX2W22WXW3 00 WX2W22W3XW D ,
M¨ hM˙ hM˙ hM˙ hM˙ 5S 2XW412W6 00 XW4D ,
M˙ hM˙ hM˙ hM˙ hM˙ hM5S 2W6 00 2W6D , ~A9!
tr@M ~3 !hM ~3 !h#52tr@2Y 213WXY13XWY26W3Y # ,
tr@M ~3 !hM˙ hM˙ hM˙ h#52tr@YW323XW413W6# ,
tr@M¨ hM¨ hM˙ hM˙ h#52tr@X2W222XW4#
tr@M¨ hM˙ hM¨ hM˙ h#52tr@XWXW22XW412W6# ,
tr@M˙ hM˙ hM˙ hM˙ hM˙ hM˙ h#522tr@W6# ,
tr@M ~3 !hM˙ h#52tr@2YW13XW223W4# . ~A10!
Finally, the following is the general form of field redefinition we need to consider in Eq. ~3.8! up to three loops:
dG5 14 ~2g00!W21a1X21a2~XW21W2X !1a3WXW1a4W41@b1tr~W3!1b2tr~XW !#W1tr~W2!~g1W21g2X !
1 g˙00l1~XW1WX !1l2W3, ~A11!
dg005~2g00!@e1tr~W4!1e2tr~XW2!1e3tr~X2!#1 g˙00@ 12 e2tr~W3!1e3tr~XW !# , ~A12!
dF5k1tr@W4#1k2tr@XW2#1k3tr@X2#1k4~ tr@W2# !21 g˙00~m1tr@XW#1m2tr@W3# !, ~A13!
~dS !05d1tr@W5#1d2tr@XW3#1d3tr@X2W#1d4tr@XY #1d5tr@YW2#1d6tr@W3#tr@W2#1d7tr@XW#tr@W2#
1 14 @e1tr~W4!1e2tr~XW2!1e3tr~X2!#tr~W !. ~A14!
These redefinitions lead using Eq. ~3.9! to changes in the b¯ functions given by026003-9











8 !X2W21~a21 12 a32a42 532 !XWXW1 14 ~3a116a222a42 116 !XW2X
2 14 ~a122a212a312a41 316 !WX2W2~a11a223a42 14 !XW42 12 ~2a22a324a42 38 !WXW3
1~a22a31a41
1



















1e3tr~X2!#~W22X !2 12 @b1tr~W3!1b2tr~XW !#tr~W2!W1tr~2X212XW22W4!~g1W21g2X !





d385d31k22k3 , d485d41k3 ,
d585d51
1
2 k2 , d685d622k4 , d785d712k4 , ~A16!
db¯ 00

























db¯ F~3 !5tr@2~k212k3!X32k3Y 21~k32k2!~YXW1YWX !12k2YW31~k222k1!XWXW2~4k122k223k3!X2W2
2~k212k3212k11 132 !XW42~6k11k22 132 !W6#2 12 tr@W2#tr~@k11 116 #W41@k22 116 #XW21k3X2!










1 14 tr@Y23XW12W3#tr@2~k32m1!XW1~k222m2!W3#2 12 tr@XW2W3#tr@m1XW1m2W3#
2 12 @e1tr~W4!1e2tr~XW2!1e3tr~X2!#F¨ , ~A18!026003-10





















2 a1 , l252~a21 12 a3! ,
d15
3
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